
CALIFORNIA CONSUMER PRIVACY ACT

IMPAC TS  

TO  YOUR

BUS I N E SS
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is a group of businesses and

individuals who are working

together to fix certain

provisions of the CA Consumer

Privacy Act in order to make

the privacy law work for

everyone. 



The California Consumer Privacy

Act (CCPA) is a sweeping privacy

law that was passed by the State

Legislature in 2018. The law goes

into effect on January 1, 2020.
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CONDUCT  A  MINIMUM  OF  50 ,000

CREDIT  CARD  TRANSACTIONS  A  YEAR

only about 12 transactions per hour in a 12-hour day.

HAVE  A  MINIMUM  OF  50 ,000  ONLINE

VISITORS  PER  YEAR

about 137 online visits per day to your website – and that

number could be a lot less  if someone visits your

website from two different devices –like their phone and

their computer –they would be counted twice!

HAVE  SOME  COMBINATION  OF  BOTH

ABOVE  (OR  OTHER  TYPES  OF  DATA )

THAT  HITS  50 ,000  THRESHOLD

Example: 40,000 online visitors and 10,000 credit card

transactions.



Even if you are not based in California,

you will still have to comply with the law

if you have online visitors from

California. Many bloggers will remember

having to make changes to comply with

the EU's privacy legislation, GDPR. The

necessity to comply with this law - even

if you are not based in CA - will be

similar. 
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What are the

impacts?

 



NO  MORE  TARGETED  ADS
The law contains language that puts targeted

advertising at risk. This will have a direct

negative impact on any ad-supported blogs
that rely on platforms like Google AsSense,

Mediavine, AdThrive and more.

 

This will also impact anyone that monetizes

through affiliate marketing, since affiliate

networks such as Rakuten Linkshare, CJ,

RewardStyle, Shopstyle, etc. will be impacted. 



COLLECT  MORE  DATA

You may be forced to collect MORE data

than you currently collect from visitors to

your website or your customers.

 

Essentially, businesses will have to

compile all the information about who

views their websites in one place in

order to respond to consumer requests

(even if you just track IP addresses for web

analytics and don’t link them

back to specific people).



EXPENSIVE

COMPLIANCE  COSTS
You will have to pay for the costs associated with

complying with the law, which may include

retaining legal counsel, hiring more staff to

respond to requests, and purchasing expensive

security software. The CCPA also requires

businesses to create and staff a toll-free number to

respond to privacy requests from this new law. 

 

Violations of this law will be prosecuted with a fine

of $2,500 per incident – or as much as $7,500 per

incident (and one error in compliance could lead

to numerous “incidents” depending how many

consumers are impacted by the error).



REWARD  POINTS  AT  RISK

The law raises doubt about the legality of loyalty

and rewards programs from any business

including restaurants, retailers, grocers, hotels,

and airlines.



THE  

FIX

SUPPORT BILLS

Need legislation to clarify that online advertising can
continue
AB 873 Allows businesses to reasonably meet consumers data

requests

AB 1564 Businesses can offer consumers email or a mailing

address or a 1-800 number

AB 846 Clarifies access to customer loyalty and rewards

programs



HOW TO GET INVOLVED:

1. Write a letter/email to your

representative with one click

 

2. Join the coalition by signing up at

MakePrivacy.Work or by filling out the

coalition sheet

 

3. Author a letter to the editor or

attend a legislative hearing or

legislative district meeting



CONTACT  US

WWW.MAKEPRIVACY.WORK

BECKY  WARREN

(916 )  607-0129

BECKY@ELEVATEPUBLICAFFAIRS .COM

 

 


